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Abstract
A significant contributor to energy wastage is the inevitable generation as well as the uneven
dissipation of heat. Practical methods to adeptly channel heat flux would have applications enabling
improved energy utilization and thermal energy management. The aim of this talk is to review the use
of metamaterials for thermal energy harness. A larger scientific objective is to describe thermal energy
transfer on a unified basis, which may perhaps be provided through a metamaterials type description.
Thermal metamaterials will be first described through the anisotropy of the thermal conductivity
tensor, and the consideration of an effective thermal medium. An overarching aim is to implement
functionalities, well known from light optics, such as thermal refraction which may yield novel
applications, such as thermal lensing. The efficient dissipation of heat, e.g., through a metamaterialbased “perfect” diffuser, will be discussed. Finally, the implications for thermal management in
electronics packaging will be considered.
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